Capillary dynamics has been and is yet an important field of research, because of its very relevant role played as the core mechanism at the base of many applications. In this context, we are particularly interested in the liquid penetration inspection technique. Due to the obviously needed level of reliability involved with such a non-destructive test, this paper is devoted to study how the presence of an entrapped gas in a close-end capillary may affect the inspection outcome. This study is carried out through a 1D ordinary differential model that despite its simplicity is able to point out quite well the capillary dynamics under the effect of an entrapped gas. The paper is divided into two main parts; the first starts from an introductory historical review of capillary flows modeling, goes on presenting the 1D second order * Corresponding author e-mail: rfazio@dipmat.unime.it 1 ordinary differential model, taking into account the presence of an entrapped gas and therefore ends by showing some numerical simulation results. The second part is devoted to the analytical study of the model by separating the initial transitory behavior from the stationary one. Besides, these solutions are compared with the numerical ones and finally an expression is deduced for the threshold radius switching from a fully damped transitory to an oscillatory one.
Introduction
Capillarity is a well known physical phenomenon directly related to the free energy present at the interface liquid-air. Whenever the liquid gets in touch with a solid capillary, the motion of the air-liquid interface meniscus takes place, according to the wettability of the capillary wall. The force responsible for such motion is just the so-called surface tension.
Laplace and Young were among the first to study the surface tension and capillarity, at the beginning of the nineteenth century. In particular, their work started from the awareness that the static pressure on the liquid side of a liquid-air interface is reduced by the effect of the surface tension. Some time later, Hagen and Poiseuille, studying the flow of viscous liquids in circular pipes (and capillary tubes in particular), derived the well-known Poiseuille flow profile for a, fully developed, Newtonian fluid. Then, Reynolds tested experimentally the stability of the Poiseuille profile, finding that it is valid in the case of laminar flow.
Dating from the early twentieth century, the first ones to set up a model for the dynamics of liquid flow into a capillary, were Bell and Cameron [2] , Lucas [24] , Washburn [37] and Rideal [29] . The well-known Washburn solution was derived from these works. Washburn solution was found by considering that the motion of a liquid penetrating a capillary is determined by a balance among capillarity, gravitational, and viscous forces under the assumption of a Poiseuille profile as the velocity profile.
For sufficiently large time, Washburn solution describes excellently the dynamics of capillary flow and this is also proved by experimental results. Moreover, a further validation of Washburn solution has been given by both simulations of molecular dynamics, see for instance Martic et al. [27, 26, 25] , and the latticeBoltzman statistical-mechanical description, mainly used by physicists, see Chibbaro [6] . Unfortunately, Washburn solution is defective in describing the initial transient, because the model neglects the inertial effects. On the contrary, those inertial effects were considered in a model proposed by Bosanquet [3] . The SNC (Szekely, Neumann and Chang) model, introduced by Szekely et al. [34] , takes into account the outside flow effects including an apparent mass parameter within the inertial terms.
Recently, many experimental and theoretical studies on liquids flowing under capillary action have pointed out the limitations of Washburn solution and its validity only as an asymptotic approximation. For example, liquids flowing in thin tubes were considered by Fisher and Lark [16] . Nonuniform cross-sectional capillaries have been studied, for instance by Erickson et al. [12] and by Young [36] .
As far as surface grooves are concerned, we refer to Mann et al. in [20] , Romero and Yost in [30] , Rye et al. [31] , and Yost et al. in [39] , micro-strips were investigated by Rye et al. [32] . On the other hand, several studies have been devoted to capillary rise, dynamics of menisci, wetting and spreading, see, for instance, the papers by Clanet and Quéré [7] , Zhmud et al. [40] , Xiao et al. [38] , Chebbi [5] , Fries and Dreyer [17, 18] and the recent books by de Gennes et al. [9] or by Karniadakis et al. [21] and the plenty of references quoted therein. Moreover, useful reviews by Dussan [11] , de Gennes [8] and Leger and Joanny [23] , appeared within the specialized literature.
Our main concern is devoted to report and test the mathematical modelling of entrapped gas action in a horizontal closed-end capillary. In this context the effect of the entrapped gas on the liquid dynamics was first studied by Deutsch [10] from a theoretical viewpoint and more recently by Pesse et al. [28] and by Hultmark et al. [19] from an experimental one.
This study is of interest for the non-destructive technique named "liquid penetrant testing" used, for instance, in the production of airplane parts as well as in many industrial applications where the detection of open defects is of crucial interest. Bottom frame: definition of the contact angle ϑ .
Mathematical modelling
two different liquids, from first principles, of a mathematical model describing the capillary dynamics can be found by the interested reader in [4] . In particular for a horizontal closed-end capillary the Newtonian equation of motion plus natural initial conditions is given by
where ℓ and L are, respectively, the length of the liquid inside the capillary and the capillary length, whereas the remaining parameters assumed constant are: ρ the density of the liquid, γ the surface tension, ϑ the contact angle, µ the viscosity, R the capillary radius of the capillary and c = O(1) the coefficient of apparent mass, introduced by Szekely et al. [34] in order to get a well-posed problem, see [15] .
This coefficient is necessary to make the differential model adequate also for the very steep changes in ℓ and its derivative at the very beginning of the dynamics.
The contact angle ϑ is defined as the angle defined by the tangent to the meniscus at the point of contact with the capillary wall and the wall itself. In the case of a closed-end capillary the entrapped gas action should be taken into account, by specifying to the right hand side of equation (1) The prescribed initial conditions are discussed at length by Kornev and Neimark [22] . As far as the authors knowledge is concerned, no analytical solutions are available for the model (1). On the other hand, recently, asymptotic solutions were derived by Budd and Huang and used to asses the reliability of available numerical schemes, cf. Fazio and Jannelli [15] . Moreover, some people assume also, as a further simplification, that the contact angle is constant. At least in first approximation, such a simplification fits well the condition of a low capillary number and/or R/L ≪ 1, where L is the length of the capillary. A detailed discussion of the dynamic contact angle simplification is provided elsewhere, see for instance Tokaty [35] or Adamson [1].
Moreover, in the case of a vertical capillary, the gravity action should be taken into account, by adding to the left hand side of equation (1) the term
where the plus or minus sign has to be used when the liquid reservoir is over or below the cavity, respectively.
For the validity of our one-dimensional analysis we must assume that the fluid has a quasi-steady Poiseuille velocity profile. This consists in assuming that the fluid motion is a laminar flow, i.e. the liquid is considered to be moving in circular concentric circles with a parabolic velocity profile null at the wall, the so-called no-slip boundary condition.
Entrapped gas modelling
Two different ways to model the entrapped gas action are available in literature:
the first, given by the following formula
is due to Deutsch [10] , here p a is the atmospheric pressure; the second, according to Zhmud et al. [40] , Chibbaro [6] or Hultmark et al. [19] , takes into account only the viscous drag produced by the entrapped gas as follows
where µ g and ρ g are the viscosity and density of the entrapped gas. Let us remark that those authors usually take µ g ≪ µ.
By getting closer to the physics of the phenomenon, the gas action occurring inside the capillary can be seen as an adiabatic compression. This implies the assumption of no heat exchange during the liquid penetration. Under this assumption, we can use the adiabatic equation of a gas expressed by
where p is the pressure, V is the gas volume, and λ > 0 is the well known gas constant (λ = 1.4 for bi-atomic gases) represented by the ratio between the specific heat at constant pressure and the specific heat at constant volume. In order to deduce the value for the constant, we can assume that p a is the pressure at time t = 0 when the volume occupied by the gas is equal to A · L, where A = πR 2 denotes the cross sectional area of the capillary. As a result, we have that the constant is equal to p a A λ L λ and the adiabatic equation becomes
The entrapped gas action can be taken into account by adding to the right-hand side of equation (1) the pressure that this gas applies to the penetrant liquid menis-
It is evident that the model by Deutsch is a specific case of the adiabatic model obtained by fixing λ = 1, that is about the value for dry air.
Let us consider here equation (5), and remark that the entrapped gas pressure is not closed and that the internal pressure will increase if we let ℓ increase for a closed capillary.
In the study of capillary dynamics, it is of primary interest to work out the stationary level reached by the fluid inside the capillary. This level corresponds to the steady-state solution, obtained from (16) by setting to zero velocity and acceleration. The inflow will cease at ℓ max with
In particular, if we consider the case λ = 1, according to Deutsch [10] , who used L = 1, R = 10 −4 m and an air-water interface with γ = 71.8 10 3 N/m, ϑ = 0 • , and p a equal to one atmosphere (≈ 10 5 N/m 2 ), equation (6) shows that the flow will cease at
and there will be about 98.5% of the capillary depth left to be filled. 
Numerical results
Of course, we have also performed several numerical tests, involving the parameters characterizing different real liquids as well as the entrapped gas pressure term. We used the liquid parameters listed in [22] the so called PDMS silicone olis in Fazio et al. [14] .
As a simple test case, figure 2 shows the numerical solution, for different values of λ , corresponding to a closed-end capillary and water, obtained for the same values used by Deutsch [10] and reported in the end of the previous section. Figure 3 shows a sample behaviour for the inclusion velocity (first derivative of the front length).
The case λ = 1 was already treated in [4] . We remark that our obtained result, i.e. ℓ max ≈ 1.4%, is thinly different from the one of Deutsch in equation (7) . Depending on the values used for the geometrical parameteres L and R, by keeping fixed all the other parameters affecting the dynamics, we have also observed the occurrence of oscillatory damped solutions. The possibility to obtain this kind of solution was pointed out also by Zhmud et al. [40] . In particular, it was numerically observed that such solutions oscillate just around the stationary level reached by the liquid interface and that, keeping fixed all the parameters, it always exists a threshold for the radius fixed the total length and viceversa, so that, the dinamics passes from an oscillatory under-damped behaviour to an over-damped one, or the other way round. A sample of this behavior for λ = 1 and for water inside a cylindrical capillary, with L = 0.1 m and R = 1.5 · 10 −4 m, is shown in figure 4 .
Anyway the analytical determination of this transition threshold will be studied in deep in the next section. The numerical results reported in this section were obtained by the ODE45 solver of the MATLAB ODE suite developed by Shampine and Reichelt [33] .
Analytical study of the capillary rise
We have found, numerically, the existence of a threshold for the occurrence of an oscillatory behaviour. Moreover, the recent existing literature [18] on the derivation of an analytical solution of capillary rise unfortunately deals with a model subjected to gravity but not taking into account the presence of an entrapped gas.
For this reason, it is our opinion that an analytical study for the present problem taking into account the presence of an entrapped gas migth be of great interest.
This topic was already partially faced in [13] . By setting the apparent mass coefficient c = 1, the complete model, including the action of the entrapped gas (5), with λ = 1, can be rewritten as follows
with the initial conditions ℓ(0) = dℓ dt (0) = 0, the new parameters
Non-oscillatory regime
For the sake of calculation and numerical simplification, it is worth rescaling the problem by introducing the generic scaling group
with α and β to be determined by replacing the original variables in (8) . As a matter of fact, we get
As we have the forcing term that is R −1 a, we are somehow forced to make this exponent appear also in the last term on the left hand side and in the second one on the right hand side of the equation. This is just obtained by solving the linear
that, once solved, provides the solution
so that (9) becomes
In such a way we get the 'scaled form' for (8)
subject to the initial conditions v(0) = dv ds (0) = 0. At this point, on the left hand side of (10) we have the first term that is proportional to R −2/3 , whereas the one on the right hand side relative to the action of the entrapped gas, as long as the penetration is far from filling the capillary, is proportional to R 4/3 , and the remaining three terms are proportional to R −1 . Making tend R to zero it is clear that the dominant terms are just the ones proportional to R −1 . Hence, by ignoring the terms not proportional to R −1 , the leading equation for (10) results
dv ds that integrated once, due the given initial conditions, becomes
Equation (11) belongs to the class of Riccati equation and is well posed. Furthermore, as for very small s, being zero the function v in the origin, the second term on the right hand side of (11) can be ignored so as in the very beginning of its evolution, the solution can be approximated as follows
By indicating the numerical solution as v n , obtained for the same parameters of water already used in figure 4 , and defining the function E p (s) = v n − a s 2 2 as well, in figure 5 it can be appreciated how in the very beginning of its dynamics the solution can be assimilated to a parabola within a very high degree of precision.
Moreover, it turns out also that the more is the capillary radius, the longer is the time interval of validity of the above deduction. On the contrary, as v is increasing, after some time it becomes so high that we are allowed to ignore the left hand side of (11) so as the solution can be given by
Analogously to what done above, by defining the function E w (s) = v n − as b , in figure 6 it can be observed how after a given time where, as seen above there is a parabolic trend, unless the solution has reached the steady state (this happens for 
Oscillatory regime
By recalling (6) in term of the new parameters a and b, we are able to linearize the original equation around the steady state level, by replacing ℓ(t) = ℓ max + ε(t)
in (8), where |ε(t)| ≪ ℓ max for all t is just a small perturbation. By ignoring the terms in ε with order higher than one it results
By using this linearized second order equation, we will understand how to estimate analytically the threshold value for the capillary radius or the capillary length about which some oscillations starts showing up around the steady state level ℓ max , or alternatively the motion tends, without any oscillation, asymptotically to ℓ max .
By imposing the zero discriminant condition on the characteristic polynomial associated to (14) , an equation in two variables, namely, the capillary radius and length can be easily worked out, provided that we keep on maintaining constant all the remaining parameters. Such a condition is just represented by the following
, which after some algebraic manipulations, and by recalling the functional dependence of ℓ max in (6), can be rewritten as the polynomial of seventh degree in R and
By regarding (15) as a two variables function R and L, its zero level defines a curve on the (R t , L t ) plane reported in figure (7). above it changes its nature from a simple node to a spiral node.
Conclusions
Before drawing the conclusions for our study it is worth mentioning how our model (1)- (5) can be made adimensional. There are two main reasons that make an adimensional model important. As a first reason, the number of independent paramaters is reduced. The so-called pi-theorem tells us that for each characteristic dimension a reduction of one variable is possible. A second, and possibly more important, reason is that we get a dimensionaless parameters which characterize the problem by the value they have. Each parameter represent a particular aspect of the problem. If its value is around unity, then that particular aspect is important.
But, on the contrary, if its value is extreme, i.e. close to zero, or very large then that particular aspect can be treated in an asymptotic sense.
As far as our model (1)- (5) is concerned, by setting c = 1, introducing the new dimensionless variables x = ℓ/L, τ = tU /L, and the parameters δ = R/L, the capillary number Ca = µU/γ, the Reynolds number Re = 2RU /µ and P = p a /(ρU 2 ), where U is the average velocity, we get the adimensional model
It is worth briefly explaining the meaning of these parameters:
• A capillary number Ca smaller than one means that the surface tension is predominant over the viscous effect for slow fluid motion.
• A Reynolds number Re lower than 2300 indicates the physical condition for laminar flow.
Moreover, it would be also possible to introduce other two adimensional fluidynamics paremeters: the Bond and the Weber numbers. The lower is the Bond number Bo = ρgR 2 /γ, the less is the deformation induced by the gravitational acceleration on the spherical shape of the meniscus interface due to the surface tension, in a horizontal cylinder. A low Weber number We = Ca Re means that the inertia of fluid is negligible with respect to its surface tension.
Afther a deeper study we have found that our analysis is better undertaken within the dimensional model. For instance, the scaling analysis presented in the previous section cannot be carried on for the adimensional model because a value of R appearing on the first two terms on the right-hand side of our model is replaced by the Reynolds number. Moreover, all dimensional parameters of different penetrant liquids can be taken from tables available in the literature, as for instance in the recent survey by Kornev and Neimark [22] or in Fazio et al. [14] , whereas in order to correlate a real liquid to the adimensional model we need to find out a characteristic mean velocity U and this is not available within the relevant literature.
The dynamical behaviour of a liquid inside a capillary entrapping a gas represents a very challenging phenomenon, from a modelling, an analytical, and a numerical viewpoint. In this paper it has been proved how the specific features of the liquid as well as of the capillary dimensions and the entrapped gas affect the dynamics of capillary rise in terms of time, depth, velocity of penetration, and type of dynamical regime (oscillatory or non-oscillatory). Moreover, it has been provided a new tool to determine just the threshold for the transition from one dynamical regime to the other in reaching the steady state.
